The coactivation of prefrontal and hippocampal networks in oscillatory rhythms is critical for precise information flow in mnemonic and executive tasks, yet the mechanisms governing its development are still unknown. Here, we demonstrate that already in neonatal rats, patterns of discontinuous oscillatory activity precisely entrain the firing of prefrontal neurons and have distinct spatial and temporal organization over cingulate and prelimbic cortices. Moreover, we show that hippocampal theta bursts drive the generation of neonatal prefrontal oscillations by phase-locking the neuronal firing via axonal pathways. Consequently, functional impairment of the hippocampus reduces the prefrontal activity. With ongoing maturation continuous theta-gamma oscillations emerge and mutually entrain the prejuvenile prefrontal-hippocampal networks. Thus, thetamodulated communication within developing prefrontal-hippocampal networks may be relevant for circuitry refinement and maturation of functional units underlying information storage at adulthood.
INTRODUCTION
Brain processing during executive and mnemonic tasks relies on interactions within complex neuronal networks (Buzsá ki and Draguhn, 2004; Womelsdorf et al., 2007) . Generally, information processing within local networks is globally integrated (Buzsá ki, 2006 ), yet the maturation and the underlying mechanisms of this efficient cortical computation are still poorly elucidated. The relevance of information integration between neuronal networks for higher cognitive abilities is exemplary illustrated in the case of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and hippocampus (Hipp). The PFC is involved in gating of memory, attention, and decision making (Miller, 2000; Vertes, 2006) . It receives strong monosynaptic glutamatergic inputs from the CA1 area and subiculum of the Hipp (Swanson, 1981; Thierry et al., 2000) . Simultaneous recordings from the PFC and Hipp demonstrated that hippocampal theta oscillations modulate the firing of prefrontal neurons, thereby delivering the temporal coordination of both oscillating neuronal networks and enabling information transfer and storage (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al., 2008; Wierzynski et al., 2009) . Consequently, the prefrontal-hippocampal oscillatory coactivation may provide the mechanisms for organizing and consolidating memory traces (Euston et al., 2007; Hyman et al., 2010) .
Coupling of neuronal networks in oscillatory rhythms is not a hallmark of the adult brain, but rather emerges early during development. However, the highly discontinuous and fragmented temporal organization of the activity patterns in immature networks remarkably differs from the adult one (DreyfusBrisac, 1962; Vecchierini et al., 2007; Vanhatalo and Kaila, 2006) . These bursts of activity alternating with ''silent'' interburst intervals have been characterized in primary sensory cortices (visual cortex, barrel cortex) . In these areas they synchronize and integrate inter-and intracortical networks and seem to act as an early functional template of later emerging cortical topography Huberman et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009) . Correlated bursts of activity have been identified also in the neonatal Hipp, where diverse patterns of activity (sharp waves, theta and gamma oscillations, ripples) start to emerge during the first postnatal week (Lahtinen et al., 2002; Mohns and Blumberg, 2010) . It has been proposed that these immature hippocampal patterns of activity are a prerequisite for the maturation of hippocampal circuitry (Mohns and Blumberg, 2008) .
Despite recent significant progress in understanding the mechanisms of prefrontal-hippocampal coactivation that underlies information transfer and storage in the adult brain, key questions concerning the maturation of functional communication between these two areas and its anatomical substrate remain open. When and how do patterns of oscillatory activity start to synchronize the developing prefrontal networks? Anatomical studies revealed that the PFC reaches the adult cytoarchitecture and connectivity not before adolescence, corresponding to the delayed maturation of executive and mnemonic abilities when compared to sensory and motor skills (Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) . Is the emergence of coordinated patterns of activity in the PFC consequently delayed? Does the early emerging hippocampal activity contribute to the generation of prefrontal oscillations and how do the interactions between these two areas evolve during postnatal development to enable adequate information processing and storage at adulthood?
To address these questions, we recorded unit activity and local field potentials from the PFC and Hipp in neonatal and prejuvenile rats in vivo. We characterize here for the first time the oscillatory coupling and the spike-timing relationships between the PFC and Hipp throughout early postnatal development.
RESULTS

The PFC Shows Complex Patterns of Oscillatory Activity during the First Two Postnatal Weeks
We examined the activity patterns in the medial PFC by performing extracellular recordings of the local field potential (FP) and multiple unit activity (MUA) in neonatal and prejuvenile (postnatal day [P] 0-14) urethane-anesthetized rats (n = 104 pups) in vivo ( Figure 1 ; see Table S1 available online). In contrast to the rat primary visual (V1) and somatosensory (S1) cortices (Khazipov et al., 2004; Hanganu et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009 ) expressing discontinuous patterns of oscillatory activity already at birth, the PFC develops such patterns starting with P3 and no coordinated activity was present in P0-2 pups (n = 11) ( Figure S1 ). These initial intermittent spindle-shaped field oscillations (Figures 1B and Ci) showed similar properties with the previously described spindle bursts (SB) in the V1 and S1 of neonatal rats. When recorded from multiple recording sites covering the entire PFC, SB had a relative short duration (1.86 ± 0.02 s, n = 4717 bursts from 27 pups) and small amplitude (123.56 ± 1.19 mV). In contrast to the V1 and S1 activity, the prefrontal SB occurred rarely (1.11 ± 0.14 bursts/min) and their main frequency was slower, ranging within theta frequency band (7.8 ± 0.05 Hz).
Starting with P5 short episodes (0.2 ± 0.003 s, n = 1951 events from 19 pups) of low gamma-band (37.08 ± 0.15 Hz) oscillations overlaid spindle-shaped oscillations with main frequency of 9.2 ± 0.11 Hz and large amplitudes (251.61 ± 2.82 mV). Due to the tight connection between the superimposed gamma oscillations and the slow theta-alpha bursts, we defined this pattern of prefrontal activity as nested gamma spindle bursts (NG) (Figures 1B, 1Cii, and 1Ciii) . They occurred at a frequency of 0.67 ± 0.09 bursts/min, lasted 2.12 ± 0.03 s and were accompanied (Figure 1Ciii ) or not (Figure 1Cii ) by MUA. Although the main difference between SB and NG was the presence of superimposed gamma episodes, the two patterns of prefrontal activity have also distinct properties ( Figure S2 ). Similar to early urethane-independent oscillations in the primary sensory cortices prefrontal SB and NG were marginally modified by progressive reduction of the urethane dose from 1 to 0.125 g/kg body weight (n = 16 pups). Their occurrence and main frequency remained constant, whereas their amplitude decreased from 145 ± 7 mV to 107.7 ± 5.8 mV for SB and from 277.7 ± 10.1 mV to 160 ± 8 mV for NG.
With ongoing maturation the properties of SB and NG modified significantly. Their occurrence, duration, amplitude, and dominant frequency gradually increased with age ( Figure 1E ). Around P10-11 the PFC switched from discontinuous SB and NG to continuous oscillatory rhythms ( Figures 1D and S4 ), suggesting that the neuronal networks generating oscillatory patterns underwent a substantial process of reorganization. The continuous rhythm with main frequency in theta-band (6.11 ± 0.03 Hz, n = 19 pups) and amplitudes ranging from 56 to 544 mV expressed superimposed short episodes of gamma activity ( Figure 1D ). The amplitude and the dominant frequency of continuous oscillatory activity in the PFC were relatively stable during the second postnatal week ( Figure 1E ).
These results indicate that corresponding to the previously reported delayed anatomical maturation of the PFC, network activity emerges here later than in the V1 or S1 of age-matched rat pups. The presence of discontinuous and later of continuous theta-gamma rhythms mirrors early complex intra-and intercortical interactions.
Oscillatory Entrainment of Neuronal Firing within the Neonatal PFC To gain a first insight into the network interactions leading to the generation of oscillatory patterns in the neonatal PFC we analyzed the relationship between neuronal discharge and SB/ NG ( Figure 2A ). The mean firing rate during the whole recording was very low (0.67 ± 0.11 Hz, n = 7 pups), MUA predominantly accompanying the prefrontal oscillations. Only a low fraction of oscillation-associated spikes (15.7% ± 2.1%, n = 2479 spikes from 6 pups) was organized in bursts. When calculating separately the firing rate for SB and NG, a significantly (p < 0.001) higher spike discharge was associated with NG (14.77 ± 1 Hz, n = 7 pups) than with SB (3.5 ± 0.42 Hz, n = 7 pups) and was mainly confined to their gamma episodes (42.29 ± 1.83 Hz) (Figure 2B) . However, the majority (77% ± 17%) of nested gamma episodes were not associated with MUA discharge (Figure 1Cii versus 1Ciii). When occurring together, gamma episodes and MUA were tightly coupled and a prominent peak in their crosscorrelogram emerged 30 to 50 ms after the onset of gamma episodes ( Figure 2C ). The prominent increase in the firing rate during gamma episodes was preceded by an $50 ms long period of low MUA, during which the occurrence probability of gamma episodes was also very low. Examination of spikegamma phase relationship showed that 12 out of 13 prefrontal neurons (n = 10 pups) fired shortly after the trough of gamma cycle ( Figure 2D ). This gamma phase-locking of prefrontal neurons suggests that the gamma episodes time the firing of the neonatal PFC. Moreover, the entrainment of local networks in gamma rhythms occurred not randomly, but timed by the underlying slow rhythm of NG (NG cycle). The gamma episodes occur with the highest probability shortly before the trough of the NG cycle ( Figure 2E ).
These results indicate that complex mechanisms control the neuronal firing in the neonatal PFC. The prefrontal neurons fire phase-locked to the nested gamma episodes that are, in turn, clocked by the underlying slow rhythm of NG.
Distinct Prefrontal Areas Show Different Spatial Organization of Early Oscillatory Patterns
According to their location and cytoarchitecture several subareas can be functionally distinguished within the PFC as early as P6 (Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) . Multielectrode recordings were performed simultaneously in the dorsally located anterior cingulate cortex (Cg) as well as in the subjacent prelimbic cortex (PL) to characterize the spatial organization of the network activity over the developing PFC. Although SB and NG were present in both regions, their occurrence significantly differed between the Cg and PL ( Figure 3A ; Table S2 ). In the Cg, SB represented the dominant pattern of activity, very few NG being present in this area. In contrast, NG are the dominant pattern of prelimbic activity. Moreover, the duration, main frequency, power, and frequency distribution of SB as well as the amplitude and power of NG showed significant differences in the Cg and PL (Table S2) .
Beside different properties, SB and NG showed also distinct current generators over the Cg and PL as indicated by the current source density (CSD) analysis performed on 38 SB and 69 NG from 5 pups ( Figure 3B ). The most common CSD profile for SB present in 43.05% ± 11.7% of events was a narrow source-sink pair confined to the upper cingulate area. In contrast, the majority of NG (72.03% ± 7.34%) showed a prominent sink within the PL.
In the majority of recordings, neither SB nor NG were restricted to one channel but rather occurred simultaneously at several neighboring recording sites of the 4x4 array electrode ( Figures  3C and 3D ). To estimate the spatial organization of SB and NG over the Cg and PL, the cross-correlation and coherence at dominant frequency were assessed for all recording sites in relationship to one reference channel (n = 9 pups) ( Figure 3C ). The majority of cingulate SB appeared widely synchronized, whereas the relative low occurrence of NG precluded a consistent analysis of their coupling over the Cg. In the PL, most of SB (720 out of 1200) were also widely synchronized, while the majority of prelimbic NG (768 out of 1472) synchronized the upper layers and the cortical plate (CP) ( Figure 3D ). The distinct spatial organization, current generators, and synchronization patterns of SB and NG argue for different oscillatory entrainment of cingulate and prelimbic networks during neonatal development.
This distinction persisted also at prejuvenile age, since the amplitude and main frequency of continuous theta-gamma rhythms in P10-14 rats (n = 19) differed significantly between the Cg and PL. Moreover, the power of superimposed gamma episodes was significantly (p < 0.001) higher in the PL (2737 ± 109 mV 2 /Hz, n = 19 pups) than in the Cg (2646 ± 110 mV 2 /Hz). The distinct properties of discontinuous versus continuous prefrontal oscillations suggest that the networks entrained for their generation are subject of intense refinement and reorganization during postnatal development.
The Oscillatory Entrainment of Prefrontal-Hippocampal Networks Modifies during Development
In the light of the recently demonstrated function of hippocampal theta to temporally coordinate the prefrontal activity at adulthood (Siapas et al., 2005; Sirota et al., 2008 ) the question arises, when during development the hippocampal control over the PFC emerges. The premise for addressing this question was to characterize in neonatal and prejuvenile rats (n = 33) the activity of the CA1 area of the intermediate Hipp, which at adulthood is known to densely project to the PFC (Hoover and Vertes, 2007) . Already at birth prominent sharp-waves (SPWs) (Table S3; Figure S3A ), which reversed across the pyramidal layer (Str pyr) and were accompanied by strong MUA discharge (13.07 ± 3.51 Hz, n = 10 pups), were present in the CA1 area. From P1 on, discontinuous oscillations with main frequency in theta band (7.03 ± 0.15 Hz, n = 398 events from 15 pups) were additionally present (Table S3 ; Figure S3B ). They represent the dominant pattern of slow oscillatory activity in the neonatal Hipp. Since their mechanisms of generation are still unknown and might differ from those of the adult theta rhythms, we defined these events as hippocampal theta bursts. About one-third of the theta bursts (136 out of 398 events) were accompanied by SPWs. Their duration and maximal amplitude were significantly (p < 0.001) higher than of the theta bursts without superimposed SPWs (Table  S3) . As previously reported (Palva et al., 2000; Lahtinen et al., 2002) , gamma oscillations and ripples developed toward the end of the first postnatal week and appeared superimposed on theta bursts and SPWs, respectively. The gamma episodes appeared almost exclusively confined to the theta bursts (Figure S3Bii) and very few of them (16.35%, n = 104 events) were theta independent. In contrast to the prefrontal NG, the phase coupling between hippocampal theta and gamma is absent at this age ( Figure S3Bii ). As for the adult Hipp (Buzsá ki et al., 1992; Le Van Quyen et al., 2008) , the low amplitude ($25 mV) neonatal ripples appeared in conjunction with SPWs, are restricted to the Str pyr, and are tightly coupled to MUA discharge ( Figure S3C ). Similar to neocortical areas, hippocampal activity switched from discontinuous bursts to continuous theta rhythms during early postnatal development (n = 6 pups) ( Figure S3D ; Table S3 ). However, this transition occurred 1-2 days earlier in the Hipp than in the PFC ( Figure S4 ) and may reflect the (C) (i) Characteristic SB displayed before (top) and after band-pass (4-30 and 30-100 Hz) filtering (middle), and the corresponding MUA after 200 Hz high-pass filtering. Note the low spike discharge during SB. Color-coded frequency plot shows the wavelet spectrum of the FP at identical time scale. Fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the FP illustrates the relative power of SB with maximal frequency at $6 Hz (bottom). (ii) Characteristic NG displayed before (top) and after band-pass (4-30 and 30-100 Hz) filtering (middle), and the corresponding MUA after 200 Hz high-pass filtering. Note the presence of prominent gamma episodes that are not accompanied by spike discharge. The upper color-coded wavelet spectrum and the FFT reveal the main frequency of NG within theta-alpha band, whereas the nested gamma episodes appear as periodic high power spots on the bottom wavelet. (iii) Characteristic NG displayed before (top) and after bandpass (4-30 and 30-100 Hz) filtering (middle), and the corresponding MUA after 200 Hz high-pass filtering. Note the presence of prominent gamma episodes that are accompanied by strong spike discharge. The upper color-coded wavelet spectrum and the FFT reveal the main frequency of NG within theta-alpha band, whereas the nested gamma episodes appear as periodic high power spots on the bottom wavelet spectrum. (D) Extracellular FP recording of the continuous oscillatory activity in the PFC from a P13 rat displayed before (top) and after band-pass (4-30 Hz and 30-100 Hz) filtering (middle) and the corresponding MUA after 200 Hz high-pass filtering. The upper color-coded wavelet spectrum and the FFT reveal the prominent activity below 10 Hz, whereas the bottom spectrum displays the power of gamma episodes superimposed on the continuous activity. (E) Developmental profile of SB and NG as well as of continuous activity in the rat PFC during the first two postnatal weeks. Occurrence (top), amplitude (middle), and main frequency (bottom) of SB (blue), NG (red), and continuous activity (violet) were averaged and displayed as bar diagrams (mean ± SEM). The number of pups investigated for each age is marked on the bars. The properties of SB and NG were significantly dependent on age (ANOVA test). The coefficients (r) of linear regression analysis were marked in blue (SB), red (NG), and violet (continuous activity), respectively. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Tables S1 and S2. differences in the maturation of cytoarchitecture and connectivity (Angevine, 1975) .
Several approaches were used to characterize the interactions between prefrontal and hippocampal activity during the first two postnatal weeks. First, we examined the temporal correspondence of discontinuous oscillations across the PFC and CA1 area of the intermediate Hipp in simultaneous recordings from both areas. The majority of hippocampal theta bursts occurred within a narrow time window (<3 s) with SB or NG in the Cg (87.7%, n = 203 events from 6 pups) or PL (93.6%, n = 296 events from 9 pups) ( Figure 4A ), their onset either preceding (Cg: 20.7% of events, delay 0.5 ± 0.006 s, PL: 13.9% of events, delay 1 ± 0.14 s), succeeding (Cg: 3.9% of events, delay 0.14 ± 0.05 s, PL: 3.4% of events, delay 0.63 ± 0.24 s) or matching (Cg: 63.1% of events, PL: 73.4% of events) the onset of prefrontal events. Second, the temporal synchrony between hippocampal and prefrontal activity was assessed by spectral coherence analysis (Figures 4B and S5A) . Due to the predominance of distinct activity patterns with different spatial organization in the Cg and PL, we separately analyzed the cingulate-hippocampal and the prelimbic-hippocampal synchronization. Coherence coefficients for simultaneously occurring oscillations in the Cg and Hipp (0.52 ± 0.02, n = 59 events from 6 pups) as well as in the PL and Hipp (0.53 ± 0.02, n = 90 events from 9 pups) were relatively high. To decide whether the strong prefrontal-hippocampal coupling was restricted to simultaneously occurring oscillatory events, the coherence analysis was performed also for oscillations at shuffled time windows. The resulting coherence coefficients (Cg: 0.39 ± 0.02, n = 59 events from 6 pups, PL: 0.47 ± 0.002, n = 90 events from 9 pups) were significantly lower than for original time windows of oscillatory activity. To verify that this high level of coherence was a genuine feature of the prefrontal-hippocampal interactions, we additionally assessed the synchronization between the Hipp and V1 as well as between different neocortical areas. The level of coherence for oscillatory events in the CA1 area and V1 was significantly (p < 0.01) lower (0.37 ± 0.02, n = 48 events from 3 pups) than for the prefrontalhippocampal interactions ( Figure S5B ). Different levels of synchronization were observed over distinct neocortical areas. While the oscillations recorded at two adjacent sites in the PFC showed very high coherence coefficients (Cg: 0.98 ± 0.002, n = 59 events from 6 rats; PL: 0.96 ± 0.004, n = 90 from 9 (B) Spatial distribution of current generators for SB (i) and NG (ii) in the Cg and PL of neonatal rat. Simultaneous FP recordings in the PFC of a P6 rat with 16-channel one shank Michigan electrode (interelectrode distance of 100 mm) (left) were displayed together with the corresponding CSD analysis (middle) and the averaged CSD plots (right) that were calculated for 33 troughs from 8 SB and 104 troughs from 14 NG. Note the prominent sink/source of NG in the PL. (C) Bar diagram summarizing the relative occurrence of different patterns of intrahemispheric synchronization for SB (blue) and NG (red) in the Cg and PL. The displayed values were averaged (mean ± SEM) from 9 P5-9 pups. The low occurrence of NG in the Cg precluded a reliable analysis. (D) Simultaneous FP recordings from the PL of a P6 rat with the 4 3 4-channels electrode array (interelectrode distance of 125 mm horizontally and 50 mm vertically) and the corresponding color-coded plots of maximal cross-correlation and coherence coefficients illustrating the wide (left) versus upper layer synchronization (right) for SB and NG, respectively. The channel with maximal amplitude was used as reference and is marked by gray dotted boxes over recording traces and by white X in plots. pups) ( Figures 4B and S5A ), the prefrontal activity was not synchronized with the SB in the V1 or S1, since the calculated coherence coefficients were significantly (p < 0.001) smaller (Figure S5B) . Therefore, nonspecific synchrony does not contribute to the prefrontal-hippocampal synchronization. A second artifactual source of high coherence between field oscillations of two areas may represent the conduction synchrony (Lachaux et al., 1999) . Its contribution seems, however, to be very limited, since the coherence between prefrontal FP and hippocampal spikes, a measure of ''true synchrony'' due to neural coupling (Soteropoulos and Baker, 2006) , was significantly (p < 0.05) higher than for shuffled data.
To investigate the dynamics of hippocampal-prefrontal coupling by oscillatory rhythms, we performed sliding window cross-correlation analysis of prefrontal SB/NG and hippocampal theta bursts (Figures 4Ci and S5Ci) . The first peak of individual cross-correlation ($0 s lag) fluctuated systematically and periodically for both Cg-Hipp and PL-Hipp oscillations as sign of transient coupling and decoupling of the prefrontal and hippocampal regions. Remarkably, the coupling of the PL and Hipp in oscillatory bursts seems to be more stable than the coupling between the Cg and Hipp, since constantly high prefrontal-hippocampal cross-correlation during the entire burst was calculated for 25.2% of the prelimbic oscillations, but for only 9.5% of the cingulate bursts.
The synchronization of oscillatory rhythms in the PFC and Hipp persisted with ongoing maturation. Toward the end of the second postnatal week, the coherence coefficients calculated for continuous oscillatory discharge Cg-CA1 and PL-CA1 were similar to the values detected for discontinuous oscillations one week before (Cg: coherence 0.48 ± 0.02, n = 60 events from 6 pups; PL: coherence 0.46 ± 0.02, n = 70 events from 7 pups) ( Figures 4B and S5A) . However, the dynamics of prefrontal-hippocampal synchronization changed with age and only short lasting ($0.5 s) coupling followed by decoupling dominated the interactions between the Cg or PL and Hipp (Figures 4Cii and S5Cii) .
Taken together, these results indicate that the prefrontal and hippocampal networks are coactivated in discontinuous or continuous oscillatory rhythms throughout early postnatal development.
Due to the symmetric interdependence of cross-correlation and coherence, they do not offer reliable insights into the direction of information flow between two brain areas. Therefore, the demonstrated temporary oscillatory coupling of the PL with the Hipp and to a lower extent of the Cg with the Hipp is a relationship Table S3. missing directionality. To estimate the causal strength of prefrontal-hippocampal interactions and its dynamics during development, Granger causality analysis, a powerful method for studying directed interactions between brain areas (Ding et al., 2000; Anderson et al., 2010) , was carried out for pairs of signals in theta-frequency band from the PFC and Hipp. Whereas the peak Granger causality values from the neonatal Cg to the CA1, denoted as Cg / Hipp (n = 5 pups), were not significantly different from those in the opposite direction, denoted as Hipp / Cg (Figure 5 ), a different causal relationship was found for the interaction between the neonatal PL and Hipp. The hippocampal theta bursts drove stronger the prelimbic SB and NG than vice versa, since the peak Granger causality values were significantly higher for Hipp / PL than for the reciprocal connection PL / Hipp in all 10 investigated pups ( Figure 5 ). The results are in line with the stable coupling between the PL and Hipp as revealed by coherence and cross-correlation analysis and support the driving role of hippocampal theta bursts for the prelimbic oscillations.
Toward the end of the second postnatal week the peak values of Granger causality for pairs of signals from the Cg or PL and Hipp were significant in all investigated pups (n = 14), but similar for both directions ( Figure 5 ). Thus, we suggest that with progressive maturation, prefrontal and hippocampal networks mutually influence each other.
To identify the mechanisms underlying the directed communication between the developing PFC and Hipp, we assessed the spike-timing relationships between prefrontal neurons and hippocampal theta bursts as well as between pairs of neurons from the two areas. Due to the very low firing rate of cingulate neurons and the results of Granger causality analysis, we focused the investigation on the prelimbic neurons. For this, we performed acute multitetrode recordings from the PL and Hipp of P7-8 (n = 7 pups) and P13-14 (n = 5 pups) rats. In a first instance, we tested whether prelimbic neurons are phase-locked to the hippocampal theta bursts. The analysis revealed that $9% of prelimbic neurons were significantly phase-locked to the hippocampal theta burst at both neonatal and prejuvenile age. In a second instance, we tested the impact of hippocampal firing on prelimbic cells and calculated the standardized cross-covariance (Q i,j ) between all pairs (i, j) of simultaneously recorded prelimbic and hippocampal neurons (52 prelimbic neurons and 59 hippocampal neurons in P7-8 rats, 201 prelimbic neurons and 63 hippocampal neurons in P13-14 rats). In neonatal rats, only few neurons (287 PLHipp pairs from 3 pups) had a firing rate exceeding the set threshold of 0.05 Hz and were used for further analysis. The cross-covariance computed for all prelimbic-hippocampal pairs revealed no consistent spike timing of prelimbic neurons relative to the hippocampal cells, but yielded to a rather broad peak centered at $0 ms lag. However, when focusing only on the interactions between theta phase-locked prelimbic neurons and hippocampal cells (n = 30 pairs), we detected Q i,j peaks at positive time lags between 0 and 50 ms in 10% of cell pairs (Figure 6Aii) . These data suggest that theta-locked prelimbic neurons fire immediately after the hippocampal neurons.
Toward the end of the second postnatal week the firing rate of prelimbic neurons significantly augmented, reducing the risk of spurious cross-covariance ( Figure 6B versus 6A) . In prejuvenile rats 99 out of 878 prelimbic-hippocampal cell pairs were used for further analysis after excluding neurons with firing rate <0.05 Hz. The spiking relationship between prelimbic and hippocampal cells changed, subsets of prelimbic neurons firing either before or after the hippocampal ones. Consequently, significant Q i,j detected in 63 pairs showed peak lags between À50 and 0 ms as well as between 0 and 100 ms (Figure 6Bii ). The spiketiming relationship between prejuvenile prelimbic and hippocampal neurons confirms the theta-modulated mutual interactions between the two areas.
Axonal Projections Contribute to the Hippocampal Drive on Prefrontal Networks
The concept of Granger causality is statistical in nature and therefore, the causal influence of the Hipp on the PL does not imply that the hippocampal networks drive the prefrontal circuits by direct axonal pathways. More supportive of this hypothesis are the spike-timing relationships between prefrontal and hippocampal neurons (Q i,j peaks at max ± 100 ms time lag). While strong unidirectional and monosynaptic projections from intermediate/ventral Hipp innervate the adult PFC (Hoover and Vertes, 2007) , no experimental findings document their ingrowth through postnatal development. To assess this issue, we injected bilaterally small amounts of the retrograde tracer Fluorogold (FG) into the PFC of P1 (n = 4) and P6 (n = 2) rat pups. The spreading of tracer over the entire neonatal PFC precluded reliable distinction between hippocampal innervation of the Cg and PL (Figures 7A and S6 ). Six to thirteen days after FG injection, labeled cells were found predominantly in the CA1 area of the intermediate and ventral Hipp, their number increasing until the end of the second postnatal week. Occasionally weaker staining of the CA3 area (n = 3 pups), subiculum (n = 4 pups), or dorsal Hipp (n = 1 pup) as well as of the entorhinal cortex (EC) (n = 5 pups) could be detected.
To identify the contribution of these direct hippocampal projections to the generation of oscillatory activity in the Cg and PL, the hippocampal CA1 area was electrically stimulated using a bipolar electrode ( Figure S7A ). Its insertion did not impair the cingulate or prelimbic oscillatory activity (n = 3 pups) (Figure S8) . Single stimulation of the CA1 area evoked direct responses in the Cg and PL that started simultaneously after 12.2 ± 0.6 ms (n = 6 pups) and lasted 22.34 ± 1.71 ms and 23 ± 1.88 ms, respectively. In 3 out of 6 P7-9 rats the direct response was followed by network oscillations in 13.11% ± 4.7% of stimulations in the Cg and in 15.74% ± 4.75% of stimulations in the PL. The evoked SB started in the Cg 102 ± 10 ms and in the PL 103.1 ± 7.7 ms after the onset of stimulus ( Figures  7B and 7C ). Similar results were obtained when repetitive stimulation at 10 or 100 Hz was used. The effect of electrical stimulation on the CA1 region might be strengthened by costimulation of the neighboring alvear pathway (Deller et al., 1996) . Remarkably, the occurrence of evoked SB increased on the anterior-posterior axis ( Figure S7B ), confirming that the density of functional projections to the PFC increases from the dorsal to ventral Hipp (Hoover and Vertes, 2007) . These data indicate that hippocampal projections that innervate the neonatal PFC are an ideal candidate for mediating the hippocampal drive to the PFC.
Hippocampal Impairment Decreases Network Activity in the Neonatal PFC To confirm the contribution of hippocampal drive to the generation of oscillatory rhythms in the neonatal PFC, three experimental approaches were additionally used. In the first instance, the intermediate and ventral but not dorsal Hipp were excitotoxically lesioned at P1, and the consequences on prefrontalhippocampal networks were investigated at the end of the first postnatal week. Neonatal rats (n = 12) received a small volume (20-50 nl) of 40 mM NMDA (lesioned pups) or of 0.1 M PBS (sham pups) according to a previously described protocol (Lipska et al., 1993) . The features of the NMDA-induced lesion were assessed post-mortem after Nissl staining. Characteristic cavitation, tissue loss, and gliosis (Bertrand et al., 2010) were present in lesioned pups, but not in the PBS-treated pups. The lesion extent, however, differed considerably across animals ( Figures 8A and 8B) . The CA1 and CA3 areas of the intermediate and ventral, but not dorsal Hipp were mainly affected. In some cases (n = 2), damage extended to the neighboring EC ( Figure 8A ). Moreover, lesions were mostly associated with a robust enlargement of the lateral ventricles.
Because an excitotoxic lesion may generally impair the development of pups by affecting their behavior and feeding abilities, we investigated the developmental milestones of PBS-and NMDA-treated animals. Their daily weight gain and general behavior (sleep-awake cycle, righting and grasping reflexes, feeding and locomotor behavior) were similar, indicating that the excitotoxic lesion did not impair the neonatal development. Whereas PBS treatment of the Hipp did not modify the features of prefrontal SB and NG, NMDA-induced lesion affected them. The occurrence of cingulate and prelimbic SB as well as of cingulate NG slightly decreased after hippocampal lesion, yet not at significant level. More prominent were the NMDA effects on the occurrence of prelimbic NG that decreased from 0.65 ± 0.16 bursts/min in PBS-treated pups to 0.06 ± 0.04 bursts/min (p < 0.05) ( Figure 8C ). The amplitude, duration, and main frequency of SB and NG did not change after NMDA lesion. Since NMDA treatment, even if identically performed, impaired to a different grade the Hipp of investigated pups (see Figure 8B) , we assessed the relationship between the volume of NMDA-induced cavity and the occurrence of oscillatory events in the Cg and PL (n = 5 pups) (Figure 8D) . Surprisingly, the occurrence of prefrontal activity did not linearly decrease with the size of hippocampal lesion, but as soon as the NMDA-induced cavity reached a certain volume ($0.5 mm 3 ) over the Hipp, the occurrence of SB and NG stabilized at a decreased level.
The main caveat of excitotoxic lesions, especially when performed in small-size neonatal animals, is their relative poor selectivity. To decide whether the diminishment of prelimbic NG is due, at least in part, to side-effect lesion of the EC or other neighboring areas, we used a second approach to impair the hippocampal drive. Discharge of the medial septum (MS) that has been reported to be one of the generators of CA1 theta rhythms in adult (Mizumori et al., 1989) was reversibly blocked by microinjections of lidocaine. Low volume (10-20 nl) of lidocaine was slowly applied in 4 P6-8 rats ( Figure 8E ). As consequence the occurrence of neonatal hippocampal theta bursts significantly (p < 0.05) and reversibly decreased from 2.5 ± 0.5 to 1.5 ± 0.2 bursts/min, indicating that the MS represents one generator also of neonatal theta bursts. Neither SPWs nor fast hippocampal rhythms were affected by lidocaine. The prefrontal patterns of activity were recorded simultaneously with the hippo- campal activity before and after lidocaine treatment. Whereas SB were not influenced by lidocaine-induced diminishment of hippocampal theta activity, the occurrence of prelimbic NG decreased (p < 0.05) from 0.36 ± 0.11 to 0.16 ± 0.09 bursts/min ( Figure 8F ). The amplitude, duration and main frequency of prefrontal oscillations did not change after lidocaine injection.
Despite small injected volume and controlled application, lidocaine may spread from the injection site and nonselectively affect neighboring areas. To selectively impair the septal drive to the Hipp, we used a third experimental approach. As previously shown, septal GABAergic neurons contribute to the generation of adult hippocampal theta rhythm (Yoder and Pang, 2005) . To identify their role for the immature theta bursts we selectively lesioned the septal GABAergic neurons by using the GABAergic neurotoxin GABA-transporter-saporin (GAT1-SAP) that combines a rabbit polyclonal antibody to the GABA-transporter-1 with the ribosomal toxin saporin. Newborn rats (n = 8) received intraseptally a small volume (20-40 nl) of GAT-1 (325 ng/ml, 20 nl/min) or of vehicle (artificial cerebrospinal fluid, ACSF) according to a previously described protocol (Pang et al., 2010) . Seven days later, the density of septal parvalbumin (PV)-positive neurons decreased from 123 ± 52.4 cells/mm 2 in ACSF-treated pups to 54.8 ± 8.6 cells/mm 2 in GAT1-SAPtreated pups ( Figure 8G ). The lesion of the septal GABAergic neurons reduced the occurrence of hippocampal theta bursts from 4.6 ± 0.9 to 3.6 ± 0.8 (n = 8 pups, p < 0.05). Consequently, the occurrence of prelimbic NG decreased from 1.1 ± 0.2 bursts/ min in ACSF-treated pups to 0.6 ± 0.24 bursts/min (p < 0.05), while cingulate activity and prelimbic SB remained unaffected ( Figure 8H ). The results of the three experimental approaches indicate that impairment of the Hipp, independently of the induction method, strongly reduces the early network activity of the PL.
DISCUSSION
Oscillatory entrainment of adult prefrontal-hippocampal networks seems to efficiently ensure reciprocal information transfer associated with mnemonic and executive functions. In the present study, we used multielectrode recordings to elucidate when and how this oscillatory entrainment between the PFC and Hipp develops through life and to get first insights into its mechanisms and function. We demonstrate here for the first time that the rat PFC starts to generate bursts of oscillatory activity with subregion-specific spatial and temporal organization during the first postnatal week. We additionally provide experimental evidence that this discontinuous prefrontal activity is driven via synaptic projections by hippocampal theta bursts. With ongoing maturation of the PFC and switch from discontinuous bursts to continuous theta-gamma rhythms, reciprocal interactions start to synchronize the prejuvenile prefrontal and hippocampal networks in theta oscillatory rhythms. These data indicate that the prefrontal and hippocampal networks maturate tightly correlated by transient coupling in oscillatory rhythms.
Developmental Profile of Network Activity in the PFC and Hipp
During the first two postnatal weeks, the network activity of the rodent PFC undergoes prominent changes, the initially generated discontinuous oscillations being replaced by continuous rhythms. This developmental time window corresponds to a period of massive cytoarchitectonic and functional reorganization of the PFC and its connectivity. Extending over approximately 3 weeks in rodents and until adolescence in humans (Flechsig, 1901; Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) , the maturation of the PFC is significantly prolonged when compared with that of the primary sensory cortices. Correspondingly, the emergence of oscillatory bursts in the PFC, first observed at P3, is delayed when compared with the onset around birth of activity patterns in the V1 or S1 Yang et al., 2009 ). These oscillations recorded in urethane-anesthetized rats mirror the physiological activity patterns of the developing PFC, since urethane anesthesia mimics the full spectrum of the natural sleep (Clement et al., 2008) and neonatal rats spend most of their time sleeping (Bolles and Woods, 1964) . Therefore, it is not surprising that the incidence and most of the properties of neonatal SB were independent of the presence or level of urethane-anesthesia (see also Yang et al., 2009) . Moreover, the properties of SB are similar to those of the spontaneous activity transients that have been electroencephalographically recorded in preterm human neonates of 29-31 weeks of postconceptional age (Vecchierini et al., 2007; Vanhatalo and Kaila, 2006) .
The majority of neonatal SB seems to be generated in the upper part of the Cg as shown by the CSD analysis. The variability of their properties over the prefrontal subdivisions Cg and PL relates most likely to cytoarchitectonic features (e.g., homogenous versus heterogeneous structure of layer V in the Cg versus PL) (Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) , different modulatory inputs or to distinct firing patterns of the two prefrontal areas. Toward the end of the first postnatal week, phase-locked gamma episodes superimpose the 4-12 Hz bursts. These prefrontal NG are also marginally affected by urethane anesthesia. They have not been reported in the neonatal primary sensory cortices. The superimposed short gamma episodes most likely mirror the activation of local prelimbic networks. However, the contribution of glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons in these networks remains largely unknown, since the differences in peak latencies and peak amplitude asymmetry, if any, between their spikes have not been investigated during development and only data for adult principal cells and interneurons are available (Barthó et al., 2004) . Remarkably, these gamma episodes are clocked by the phase of the NG indicating that complex timing interactions control the firing of prefrontal neurons already during neonatal development.
Few days before the generation of SB and NG in the PFC, the intermediate Hipp shows also patterns of oscillatory activity. Our experimental data demonstrated the role of GABAergic input from the MS for the generation of neonatal theta bursts. Additionally, gap junctional coupling (Traub and Bibbig, 2000) , nonhyperpolarizing GABA A receptor-mediated shunting-type inhibition and GABAergic hub neurons (Palva et al., 2000; Bonifazi et al., 2009 ) as well as upregulation of AMPA receptors toward the end of the first postnatal week may contribute to the generation of gamma oscillations and ripples in the neonatal Hipp.
With ongoing maturation, the activity of both PFC and Hipp switches from discontinuous bursts to continuous theta-gamma oscillations, the phase coupling of which seems to be less precise than in adult (Lisman and Buzsá ki, 2008) . This switch occurs almost simultaneously ($P10) in the prefrontal and primary sensory cortices (Colonnese and Khazipov, 2010) but delayed when compared with the Hipp. The continuous thetagamma oscillations in the prejuvenile PFC differ in their synchronization patterns from the discontinuous network bursts in the neonatal PFC, indicating that distinct mechanisms underlie them. The switch from discontinuous to continuous activity in the PFC coincides with the formation of layer II and III, the progressive disappearance of the CP, and the initiation of prejuvenile synaptic pruning refining the exuberant intra-and intercortical as well as corticosubcortical projections (Van Eden and Uylings, 1985) .
Entrainment of Prefrontal-Hippocampal Networks during Postnatal Development
One of the major findings of the present study is that the Hipp drives the intermittent oscillatory activity in the neonatal PFC. Our simultaneous recordings from the PFC and Hipp as well as stimulation and lesion experiments provide consistent pieces of evidence for the theta entrainment of developing prefrontalhippocampal networks at every investigated level: (1) network interactions, (2) coupling of individual neurons to theta network rhythm, and (3) timed coactivation of single prefrontal and hippocampal neurons.
At network level, high theta-frequency coherence of oscillations in the neonatal PFC and Hipp argues for a tight and stable coactivation of the two areas. The caveats inherent to experiments relying on FP recordings seem to not query this conclusion. First, unspecific volume synchrony was disproved by the coherence between prefrontal MUA and hippocampal FP and by the significantly different dominant frequencies of hippocampal theta bursts and prefrontal oscillations. Second, the significantly lower level of coupling between the primary sensory cortices and Hipp than between the PFC and Hipp argues against general entrainment of all cortical areas in oscillatory rhythms.
As consequence of their early coactivation, manipulation of hippocampal networks by different means affected the prefrontal activity. Hippocampal activation by electrical stimulation of the CA1 area elicited prefrontal bursts with latencies of 80-100 ms, suggesting that the prefrontal-hippocampal coactivation relies on synaptic connectivity. Hippocampal impairment induced either by excitotoxic NMDA injection into the CA1 area or by septal damage decreased the network activity of the neonatal PFC, especially of the PL. In the light of similar consequences of different lesion methods on the PL it is very likely that the contribution of method-specific side-effects (e.g., morphological and/or functional impairment outside the CA1 area) is very limited. Minimization of side effects has been achieved by optimally choosing the coordinates, volume and speed of injection.
The neonatal prefrontal-hippocampal networks are not only coactivated during oscillatory activity, but their interactions show clear directionality. According to the Granger causality analysis, the increased theta-band coherence during bursts is a consequence of the higher information flow between the two areas, with a generally stronger drive from the Hipp to PL during neonatal development. The capability of prelimbic neurons to fire with phase preference to hippocampal theta rhythm supports these causal interactions. Additionally, it represents a possible mechanism, how these two distant areas work together during development. In contrast to the extensive prefrontal-hippocampal coupling in adult (Siapas et al., 2005; Hyman et al., 2005; Wierzynski et al., 2009) , only $9% of the neonatal neurons in the PFC are phase-locked to the hippocampal theta rhythm. Nevertheless, the mechanisms of phase-locking are similar during early development and at adulthood, theta entrainment of prelimbic neurons involving the excitatory projections from the CA1 area of the intermediate and ventral Hipp. The short latencies of electrically evoked responses in the neonatal PL were consistent with the conduction time of hippocampalprefrontal pathway (Tierney et al., 2004) . However, neither the stimulation experiments nor the Granger analysis can reliably decide whether only such monosynaptic pathways drive the information from the Hipp to PFC or whether third areas, like the EC or thalamus (Steriade and McCarley, 1990; Vertes, 2006) , are equally involved.
Analysis of the spike-timing relationship between individual cell pairs in the two areas provided better understanding of the early communication between the PFC and Hipp. Multitetrode recordings in neonatal rodents revealed that the prefrontal firing may be driven at delays corresponding to monosynaptic projections by the hippocampal discharge. Such interpretation must, however, be tempered by the caveats of the cross-covariance analysis when applied to neonatal data. The low firing rate of prefrontal neurons not only dramatically reduced the number of cell pairs suitable for the analysis, but also facilitated the detection of spurious cross-covariances (Siapas et al., 2005) .
The spike-timing interactions in prejuvenile prefrontal-hippocampal networks are supportive for the conclusions of the Granger analysis. The presence of prefrontal neurons firing shortly before or after the hippocampal cells argues for mutually interacting PFC and Hipp. Whether the directional change between neonatal and prejuvenile development is related to the strong network refinement and pruning during adolescence remains to be elucidated.
Functional Relevance of Early Oscillatory Coupling within Prefrontal-Hippocampal Networks
Previous studies have shown that bursts of oscillatory activity are present in the neonatal primary sensory cortices (Khazipov et al., 2004; Hanganu et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009) , where they may act as a template facilitating the refinement of cortical maps (barrels, ocular dominance columns) (Dupont et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2009) .
The intrinsic properties, spatial and temporal organization as well as most likely the underlying mechanisms and the function distinguish the prefrontal oscillatory bursts from those recorded in the S1 or V1 (Hanganu-Opatz, 2010) . Differences were noted also between the prefrontal areas Cg and PL. We propose that one of the factors leading to these differences is the areaspecific impact of hippocampal drive. Early generated hippocampal theta bursts drive the prelimbic network by timing the gamma phase-locked neuronal firing within local networks and modulate to a lesser extent the cingulate activity. This different impact of hippocampal drive on the Cg versus PL is present also at adulthood, the cingulate activity being able to emerge independently of the Hipp (Leung and Borst, 1987) .
The question that arises is why such strong and directed coupling exists between the PL and Hipp at early stages of development. In the adult brain temporal entrainment of prelimbic-hippocampal networks that takes place during specific behavioral epochs has been described as the main mechanism underlying the transfer and storage of information, thus underlying the mnemonic and executive abilities of animals and humans (Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Sirota et al., 2008; Hyman et al., 2010) . For example, the coupling between the PL and Hipp as well as the portion of phase-locked prefrontal neurons increases during anxiety-like behavior and during working or spatial memory tasks (Adhikari et al., 2010; Hyman et al., 2010; Moran et al., 2010) . Functional basis of this behaviorally relevant coupling are the direct monosynaptic projections timing the prefrontal and hippocampal firing (Siapas et al., 2005) as well as the PFC organization in hypercolumns that are globally ''pushed'' by the hippocampal input during the task (Hasselmo, 2005; Hyman et al., 2005) . During development the strong prefrontal-hippocampal communication is not related to an overt behavioral task, but takes place during sleep. We propose that the oscillatory drive from the Hipp facilitates not only the morphological and functional development of the PFC but enables also the refinement of the behaviorally relevant communication scaffold between the two areas. Neonatal prelimbic neurons receive via synaptic projections theta-phase modulated inputs from the Hipp and start to tune their firing. As long as the functional hypercolumns amplifying the hippocampal signal in the PFC are not fully refined, a very low number of prefrontal neurons seems to be clocked by the Hipp and may act as a sort of ''hub'' that organizes the local networks (Bonifazi et al., 2009 ). This hippocampus-timed gamma entrainment of local networks may shape and plastically modify the prelimbic connectivity. The PFC reaches its functional maturation during adolescence by undergoing an intense reorganization and pruning of connectivity under the influence of various neurotransmitters. At this developmental stage the PFC and Hipp are still synchronized and theta entrained, but their network and cell-to-cell interactions are not unidirectional anymore. The temporary loss of precision within juvenile prefrontal-hippocampal communication may represent one of the mechanisms contributing to impulsive and uncontrolled behavior during adolescence (Casey et al., 2008) .
Because the early theta drive from the Hipp seems to be mandatory for the refinement of functional organization within the PFC and for precise prefrontal-hippocampal interactions, this developmental period corresponding to the second and third trimester of gestation in humans (Clancy et al., 2001 ) may be considered as critical period for the maturation of mnemonic and executive abilities. Weaker or delayed theta-modulated drive from the Hipp to the PFC during this period may lead to lifelong miswiring and abnormal entrainment of prefrontal-hippocampal networks. Remarkably, such abnormal communication between the PFC and Hipp is the central pathophysiological feature of neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia) that accounts for attention, working memory, and decision-making deficits (Loveland et al., 2008; Sigurdsson et al., 2010; Uhlhaas and Singer, 2010) .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Surgical Preparation
All experiments were performed in compliance with the German laws and the guidelines of the European Community for the use of animals in research and were approved by the local ethical committee. Extracellular recordings were performed in the PFC and intermediate Hipp of P0-14 male rats and in the S1 and V1 of P0-3 male rats using experimental protocols as described previously Yang et al., 2009 ).
Recording and Stimulation Protocols
Simultaneous recordings of FP and MUA were performed from the PFC and Hipp using one-shank and four-shank 8-or 16-channel Michigan electrodes as well as multitetrodes. For electrical stimulation of the Hipp, single or trains of electrical pulses were applied via a bipolar tungsten electrode inserted into the CA1 area of the Hipp. The recording and stimulation protocols are described in detail in Supplemental Information.
Impairment of Hippocampal Activity
Acute and reversible impairment of hippocampal activity was obtained by injection of lidocaine into the MS of P6-8 male rats. For chronic impairment of hippocampal drive to the PFC, either excitotoxic lesion of intermediate/ ventral, but not dorsal Hipp, using NMDA or selective lesion of septal GABAergic neurons using GAT1-SAP was induced. For details, see Supplemental Information.
Data Analysis
Data were imported and analyzed off-line using custom-written tools in Matlab software version 7.7 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). For details, see Supplemental Information. Statistics Data in the text are presented as mean ± SEM and displayed as bar diagrams, histograms, and polar plots. Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 15.0/Systat software (SPSS GmbH, Munich, Germany). All values were tested for normal distribution by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, except their low number (n < 10) precluded reliable testing. For normally distributed values paired or unpaired t test was used. For low number of values or not normally distributed values nonparametric tests (Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test) were used. For some data sets multiple ANOVA tests and regression analysis were performed. Significance levels of p < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**), or p < 0.001 (***) were detected.
Retrograde Tracing and Staining Protocols
Male Wistar rats received at P1 or P6 bilateral injections of FG into the PFC. Parvalbumin (PV) immunoreactivity was revealed using rabbit anti-PV IgG (1:1000). For details, see Supplemental Information.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes eight figures, three tables, and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.neuron.2011.05.041.
